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The gradient,   , of a curve at the point (x, y) is given by

The curve passes through the point P(1, 4).

(a)     Find the equation of the tangent to the curve at the point P, giving your answer in the form

y = mx + c.

(3)

1

   = 10x4ͻ͜ͻ᷿x2 + 5

(b)     Find the equation of the curve.

(5)

(Total 8 marks)

A curve has equation y = x5ͻ͜ͻ᷈x2 + 9. The point Pͻᴤⱳ₸Ⱳͻԝꜜꜜꜟᴑⱳꜛԛ₸ᴒᴠͻӾ᷇͜Ԓͻ᷿ӿͻꞋⱳᴒᴠͻꜜꜛͻ₸Ⱳᴒͻԝ₹ꜟᴣᴒ᷄

(a)     Find the equation of the tangent to the curve at the point P, giving your answer in the form

y = mx + c.

(5)

2

(b)     The point Q with coordinates (2, k) lies on the curve.

(i)      Find the value of k.

(1)

(ii)     Verify that Q also lies on the tangent to the curve at the point P.

(1)

(c)     The curve and the tangent to the curve at P are sketched below.

 

(i)      Find  (x5ͻ͜ͻ᷈x2 + 9) dx.

(5)
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(ii)     Hence find the area of the shaded region bounded by the curve and the tangent to

the curve at P.

(3)

(Total 15 marks)

The curve with equation y = x5ͻ͜ͻ᷉x2 + x + 5 is sketched below. The point O is at the origin and

the curve passes through the points AӾ᷇͜Ԓͻ᷆ӿͻԛꜛᴑͻB(1, 4).

 

(a)     Given that y = x5ͻ͜ͻ᷉x2 + x + 5, find:

(i)          ;

(3)

3

(ii)        .

(1)

(b)     Find an equation of the tangent to the curve at the point AӾ᷇͜Ԓͻ᷆ӿ᷄
(2)

(c)     Verify that the point B, where x = 1, is a minimum point of the curve.

(3)

(d)     The curve with equation y = x5ͻ͜ͻ᷉x2 + x + 5 is sketched below. The point O is at the origin

and the curve passes through the points AӾ᷇͜Ԓͻ᷆ӿͻԛꜛᴑͻB(1, 4).

 

(i)       Find    (x 5ͻ͜ͻ᷉x2 + x + 5) dx.

(5)
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(ii)      Hence find the area of the shaded region bounded by the curve between A and B

and the line segments AO and OB.

(2)

(Total 16 marks)

The curve sketched below passes through the point A Ӿ᷈͜Ԓͻ᷆ӿ᷄

The curve has equation y = 14 – x – x4 and the point P (1, 12) lies on the curve.

(a)     (i)      Find the gradient of the curve at the point P.

(3)

(ii)     Hence find the equation of the tangent to the curve at the point P, giving your answer

in the form y = mx + c.

(2)

4

(b)     (i)      Find 

(5)

(ii)     Hence find the area of the shaded region bounded by the curve y = 14 – x – x4 and

the line AP.

(2)

(Total 12 marks)
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          The curve with equation y = x3 – 2x2 + 3 is sketched below.

The curve cuts the x-axis at the point A(–1, 0) and passes through the point B(1, 2).

(a)     Find .

(5)

5

(b)     Hence find the area of the shaded region bounded by the curve y = x3 – 2x2 + 3 and the

line AB.

(3)

(Total 8 marks)

 

          The curve with equation y = 12x2 – 19x – 2x3 is sketched below.

The curve crosses the x-axis at the origin O, and the point A (2, –6) lies on the curve.

(a)     (i)      Find the gradient of the curve with equation y = 12x2 – 19x – 2x3 at the point A.

(4)

6

(ii)     Hence find the equation of the normal to the curve at the point A, giving your answer

in the form x + py + q = 0, where p and q are integers.

(3)
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(b)     (i)      Find the value of .

(5)

(ii)     Hence determine the area of the shaded region bounded by the curve and the line

OA.

(3)

(Total 15 marks)
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